4.

Over One Million Prescriptions. For 67 Years in the same Place.

We have a complete line of drugs, medicines, absorbing powders, all sizes of bandage, and shall be pleased to quote prices for large orders.

We make a specialty of Mail Order and give special attention to all prescriptions by mail.

Silk is a wheel. The spokes all lead to the Hub, and nearly every street brings you to the congested centre, which is so near our drug store, Washington and Tremont, that we do not have to draw down the street to reach the population thickens.


The Castle Street Theatre now presents "Making a Living." Dressed in modern attire the 

CHARLES WESLEY HEARN

PHOTOGRAPHER

TO M. L. T. 1905

Studio

301 Boylston St., near Berkeley St.

Seniors are earnestly requested to assist their Portfolio Committee by sitting as early as possible.

The success of the Portfolio largely depends upon YOUR assistance in this respect.

The Committee and Photographer are acting as an unit to make the Portfolio this year the best of the kind ever published by any college.

Have You Any Conditions to Make Up?

Mathematics, German, French, English, taught in the next direct and thorough manner by masters in their profession.

Steinert Hall Preparatory School.

16 Boylston Street, Boston.

PAUL F. KUNZER, Ph.D., Languages.

FRANK CURTIS, A.B., Mathematics.

JAMES E. TAYLOR, A.M., English.

STONE & WEBSTER

Electrical Experts and Engineers

84 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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